Abstract. In this paper we discuss the integration of different GIR systems by means of a fuzzy Borda method for result fusion. Two of the systems, the one by the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia and the one of the Universidad of Jaén participated to the GeoCLEF task under the name TextMess. The proposed result fusion method takes as input the document lists returned by the different systems and returns a document list where the documents are ranked according to the fuzzy Borda voting scheme. The obtained results show that the fusion method allows to improve the results of the component systems, although the fusion is not optimal, because it is effective only if the components return a similar set of relevant documents.
Introduction
Result fusion has been studied as an option for obtaining better results in Information Retrieval (IR) by taking advantage from the combination of existing methods. Many fusion method have been proposed, such as linear combinations [1, 2] and voting schemes like the Condorcet [3] and the Borda [4] schemes. Aslam and Montague [4] concluded that the Borda fusion is a simple, unsupervised method that is capable to exceed the performance of the best component system. The fuzzy Borda voting scheme is an improvement of the standard Borda voting scheme that was introduced by [5, 6] . This is the first time it is used in the IR task, although it has been used in the Word Sense Disambiguation task at Semeval 1 with good results [7] .
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 we describe briefly the systems of each group. In Section 5 we describe the fuzzy Borda ranking method, in Section 6 we present the experiments carried out and the obtained results. Finally, in Section 7 we draw some conclusions.
The SINAI-GIR System
The SINAI-GIR system is composed of the following subsystems: the Collection Preprocessing subsystem, the Query Analyzer, the Information Retrieval subsystem and the Validator. Each query is preprocessed and analyzed by the Query Analyzer, identifying its geo-entities and spatial relations and making use of the Geonames gazetteer 2 . This module also applies query reformulation based on the query parsing sub-task, generating several independent queries which will be indexed and searched by means of the IR subsystem. On the other hand, the collection is pre-processed by the Collection Preprocessing module and finally the documents retrieved by the IR subsystem are filtered and re-ranked by means of the Validator subsystem.
The features of each subsystem are:
-Collection Preprocessing Subsystem. During the collection preprocessing, two indexes are generated (locations and keywords indexes). We apply the Porter stemmer, the Brill POS tagger and a the LingPipe 3 Named Entity Recognizer (NER). We also discard the English stop-words. -Query Analyzer. It is responsible for the preprocessing of English queries as well as the generation of different query reformulations. -Information Retrieval Subsystem. As IR index-search engine we have used Lemur 4 . -Validator. The aim of this subsystem is to filter the lists of documents recovered by the IR subsystem, establishing which of them are valid, depending on the locations and the geo-relations detected in the query. Another important function is to establish the final ranking of documents, based on manual rules and predefined weights.
The NLEL GeoWorSE System
The system is built around the Lucene 5 open source search engine, version 2.1. The Stanford NER system based on Conditional Random Fields [8] is used for Named Entity Recognition and classification. The toponym disambiguator is based on the method presented in [9] .
During the indexing phase, the documents are examined in order to find location names (toponyms) by means of the Stanford NER system. When a toponym is found, the disambiguator determines the correct reference for the toponym. Then, the toponym coordinates are added to the geo index, and the toponym is stored in the wn index together with its holonyms and synonyms. All document terms are stored in the text index.
The search phase starts with the search of the topic keywords in the text index. The toponyms extracted by the Stanford NER are searched for in the wn index with a weight 0.25 with respect to the content terms. The result of the search is a list of documents ranked using the Lucene's weighting scheme. At the same time, the toponyms are used to define a geographical constraint that is used to re-rank the document list. There are two types of geographical constraints:
-a distance constraint, corresponding to a point in the map: documents that contain locations closer to this point will be ranked higher; -an area constraint, corresponding to a polygon in the map: documents that contain locations included in the polygon will be ranked higher.
Finally, the documents retrieved by Lucene are re-ranked depending on the geographical constraints.
The TALP GeoIR System
The TALPGeoIR system [10] has five phases performed sequentially: collection processing and indexing, linguistic and geographical analysis of the topics, textual IR with Terrier, Geographical Retrieval with Geographical Knowledge Bases (GKBs), and geographical document re-ranking. The collection is processed and indexed in two different indexes: a geographical index with geographical information extracted from the documents and enriched with the aid of GKBs and a textual index with the lemmatized content of the documents.
The linguistic analysis uses the following Natural Language Processing tools: TnT , a statistical POS tagger, the WordNet lemmatizer 2.0, and a Maximum Entropy-based NERC system, trained with the CONLL-2003 shared task English data set.
The retrieval system is a textual IR system based on Terrier [11] . Terrier configuration includes a TF-IDF schema, lemmatized query topics, Porter Stemmer, and Relevance Feedback using 10 top documents and 40 top terms.
The Geographical Retrieval uses geographical terms and/or geographical feature types appearing in the topics to retrieve documents from the geographical index. The geographical search allows to retrieve documents with geographical terms that are included in the sub-ontological path of the query terms (e.g. documents containing Alaska are retrieved from a query United States).
Finally, a geographical re-ranking is performed using the set of documents retrieved by Terrier. From this set of documents those that have been also retrieved in the Geographical Retrieval set are re-ranked giving them more weight than the other ones.
Fuzzy Borda Fusion

Fuzzy Borda Count
In the classical (discrete) Borda count, each expert gives a mark to each alternative. The mark is given by the number of alternatives worse than it. The fuzzy variant [5, 6] allows the experts to show numerically how much alternatives are preferred over others, expressing their preference intensities from 0 to 1.
Let 
is considered as the degree of confidence with which the expert k prefers x i over x j . The final value assigned by the expert k to each alternative x i is the sum by row of the entries greater than 0.5 in the preference matrix, or, formally:
The threshold 0.5 ensure the relation R k to be an ordinary preference relation. The fuzzy Borda count for an alternative x i is obtained as the sum of the values assigned by each expert to that alternative: r(x i ) = m k=1 r k (x i ).
Application of Fuzzy Borda Count to Result Merging
In our approach each system is an expert: therefore, for m systems, there are m preference matrices. The size of these matrices is variable: the reason is that the document list is not the same for all the systems. The size of a preference matrix is N t × N t , where N t is the number of unique documents retrieved by the systems (i.e. the number of documents that appear at least in one of the lists returned by the systems) for topic t.
Each system may rank the documents using weights that are not in the same range of the other ones. Therefore, the output weights w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n of each expert k are transformed to fuzzy confidence values by means of the following transformation: r
This transformation ensures that the preference values are in the range [0, 1]. In order to adapt the fuzzy Borda count to the merging of the results of IR systems, we had to determine the preference values in all the cases where one of the systems does not retrieve a document that has been retrieved by another one. The preference values of these documents were set to 0.5, corresponding to the idea that the expert is presented with an option on which it cannot express a preference.
Experiments and Results
In Tables 1 and 2 we show the detail of each run in terms of the component systems and the topic fields used. "Official" runs (i.e., the ones submitted to GeoCLEF) are labeled with TMESS02-08 and TMESS07A. In order to evaluate the contribution of each system to the final result, we calculated the overlap rate O of the documents retrieved by the systems: O = In Table 3 we show the Mean Average Precision (MAP) obtained for each run and its composing runs, together with the average MAP calculated over the composing runs.
The obtained results show that the fuzzy Borda merging method always allows to improve the average of the results of the components, and only in two cases it cannot improve the best component result (TMESS13 and TMESS14). The results in Table 4 show that the best results are obtained if the systems returns a Table 1 . Description of the runs of each system run ID description NLEL NLEL0802 base system (only text index, no wordnet, no map filtering) NLEL0803 2007 system (no map filtering) NLEL0804 base system, title and description only NLEL0505 2008 system, all indices and map filtering enabled NLEL01 complete 2008 system, title and description SINAI EXP1 base system, title and description only EXP2 base system, all fields EXP4 filtering system, title and description only EXP5 filtering system (rule-based) TALP TALP01 system without GeoKB, title and description only TALP02 complete system, including GeoKB, title and description Officially evaluated runs  TMESS02 TDN  NLEL0802  EXP2  TMESS03 TDN  NLEL0802  EXP5  TMESS05 TDN  NLEL0803  EXP2  TMESS06 TDN  NLEL0803  EXP5  TMESS07A TD  NLEL0804  EXP1  TMESS08 TDN  NLEL0505  EXP5  Non-official runs  TMESS10  TD  EXP1  TALP01  TMESS11  TD  NLEL01  EXP1  TMESS12  TD  NLEL01  TALP01  TMESS13  TD  NLEL0804  TALP01  TMESS14  TD  NLEL0804  EXP1  TALP01  TMESS15 TD NLEL01 EXP1 TALP01 Table 5 . The fuzzy Borda method allowed also in the case of the fusion of two configurations of the same system to improve the results of the component runs. O, R overlap and N overlap values for same-group fusions are well above the O values obtained in the case of different systems (more than 0.73 with respect to 0.31 − 0.47). However, the obtained results show that the method is not able to combine in an optimal way the systems that returns different sets of relevant documents. This is due to the fact that a relevant document that is retrieved by a system and not by another one has a 0.5 weight in the preference matrix, making that its ranking will be worse than a non-relevant document retrieved by both systems. 
Conclusions and Further Work
We combined different systems by means of the fuzzy Borda voting scheme. The implemented method allowed to improve in most cases the results of the combined systems, although the improvement was limited. The best results with this method were obtained when the systems returned a similar set of relevant documents, which means that the method needs to be improved in order to better combine sets of different relevant results. This could be done by assigning to the unknown documents a weight different from 0.5, calculating the similarity of these documents with the ones that have been retrieved by the system. This will be the focus of future research efforts.
